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Many symbolic algorithms work by manipulating mathematical expressions in a mathematically meaningful way. A meaning formula for such an algorithm is a statement that captures the mathematical relationship between the input and output expressions of the algorithm. For example, consider a symbolic differentiation algorithm that takes as input an expression (say $x^2$), repeatedly applies syntactic differentiation rules to the expression, and then returns as output the final expression (say $2x$) that is produced. The intended meaning formula of this algorithm states that the function $(\lambda x : \mathbb{R}. x^2)$ represented by the output expression is the derivative of the function $(\lambda x : \mathbb{R}. x^2)$ represented by the input expression.

Meaning formulas of this kind are difficult to express in a traditional logic like first-order logic or simple type theory since there is no way to directly refer to the syntactic structure of the expressions in the logic. We argue that, to properly express meaning formulas, a logic is needed that has (1) an inductive type of syntactic values (e.g., syntax trees) that represent the syntactic structures of the expressions in the logic, (2) a quotation operator in the logic that maps expressions to syntactic values, and (3) an evaluation operator in the logic that maps syntactic values to expressions. We call this the replete approach for integrating reasoning about the syntax of the expressions with reasoning about what the expressions mean.

Developing a logic that supports the replete approach is severely complicated by several thorny logical problems. The first of these is that the liar paradox can be expressed in the logic — which renders the logic inconsistent — if evaluation is unrestricted. This means that the evaluation operator must denote a partial operation, the use of evaluation must be significantly restricted, and expressions involving the evaluation operator may be undefined. The second problem is that syntactic notions, like whether a variable is free in an expression, can depend on the semantics of the expression as well as on the syntax of the expression. This means that, in the presence of the evaluation operator, syntactic operations like substitution are much more complicated than they are in a traditional logic. We have developed a version of simple type theory called $\mathbb{Q}_{0}^{qe}$ that supports the replete approach and solves these two problems.

In a logic supporting the replete approach it is possible not only to formally state meaning formulas, but also to formally prove meaning formulas. A proof of a meaning formula shows that the intended mathematical meaning of the algorithm follows from the computational behavior of the algorithm. That is, that the syntactic manipulations performed by the algorithm are mathematically correct. Of course, a formal proof of a meaning formula requires a proof system for the logic that has effective tools for reasoning about quotation and evaluation. $\mathbb{Q}_{0}^{qe}$ includes such a proof system, and we have proved in $\mathbb{Q}_{0}^{qe}$ meaning formulas for toy symbolic algorithms.
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Meaning formulas have several applications. The first and simplest application is to use a meaning formula as a high-level, formal requirements specification of a symbolic algorithm. The algorithm satisfies its specification if the meaning formula is true. A second application is to use meaning formulas to construct biform theories \cite{1,4} in which mathematical knowledge is represented by a combination of axioms and algorithms. The knowledge embodied in a black-box algorithm would be represented by a meaning formula assumed as an axiom, while the knowledge embodied in an algorithm that has been proved correct would be represented by a meaning formula derived as a theorem.

A third application is to define a mathematical service as a pair consisting of a biform theory and a meaning formula for a mathematical algorithm \cite{3}. The biform theory provides the context for the service, and the meaning formula specifies the service. An instance of the service is the relationship between an input expression given to the algorithm and the output expression returned by the algorithm. An instance of the service is obtained by instantiating the meaning formula with the input expression and then simplifying the resulting formula.
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